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Stage 1 design by: CODE 1519.

Stuff you’ll need:
For each player, a deck of cards, a sheet of paper, and a pencil.
For the GM, a deck of cards.
12 6-sided dice for character startup.

1797 – Yellowstone caldera erupts, known as Fallen Sky (as immortalized by the poet Annis Boudinot Stockton), destroying the junglescape of the Southwest, and coating the Breadbasket under 4 feet of ash. The Southwest becomes a desert. The government tries to help rebuild the Southwest and the Breadbasket. But while the U.S. looks westward with its might and efforts….
In 1809, Napoleon strikes with a vast naval assault upon the East Coast. The colonies turn all of their efforts to war against Europe. And they leave the Southwest to their own fate.
Over the decades, fresh water runs in thick colored gels with odd effects. The air leeches the life force from humans and animals alike, leaving them as dried out shells that wander the landscape. These husks sometimes gather in packs, and randomly shamble through town aimlessly, or attack all living creatures with the ferocity of a trapped wild animal looking for life-giving water.
Strangely enough, while most animals fall to the effects of the Fallen Sky, reptiles and amphibians have quickly mutated. Some people have taken to training and riding huge frogs and alligators, which have risen to stand on their rear two legs! The U.S. government and Napoleon have sent people in an effort to learn and control the gasses of the Fallen Sky to create monsters in their war efforts.
Businessmen have taken into capturing and herding “free-range husks” and using them as a workforce to build steam railways across the land in the hopes of connecting the fruited west coast to the east.
Now, fix-its and bounty men wander the Southwest, taking the place of a government that has abandoned the settlers solving hardships and disputes any way they can.




WHAT THE SUITS OF THE CARDS MEAN:
Each of the suits on the cards represent a given action type.
HEARTS :Bluffing, negotiation, convincing, haggling, wooing
CLUBS: Brute strength, perseverance, hand-to-hand combat
DIAMONDS: Mechanical aptitude, science, geology, flora and fauna
SPADES: Training, scholarly writing, noting of small details, detective work, study, firearms 

CHARACTERS:
Each player will have their own character. A character is skill-rated based on the four suits. Each  player has a deck of cards. The deck of cards used to determine the outcome of various actions, and also as a way to track how much life the character has. During the game, playing cards from a character’s deck will be ripped up and thrown away. Once all cards from a character’s deck have been ripped, the character is dead.
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To determine a character’s starting skill set, roll 12 dice. Re-roll any 5s. After the reroll, all 5’s a removed. 
This creates a set of Counts for the player. 
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The player then applies the Counts to their 4 Suits.




GAME MECHANICS:
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In the center of the table, place the Air deck, which is controlled by the GM. The Air will always have four cards drawn from it, placed in a line next to the deck. When new cards from the Air are drawn, the rightmost card is discarded, and the new card is placed facedown on the left. Throughout the game, some Air cards will be turned face up. When exhausted, reshuffle the discards to start the Air deck anew.
A new Air is introduced at a logical point by the GM, usually between player actions. Ultimately, the Gm should make sure that the Air doesn’t become stale. 
When a character is asked by the GM to test her abilities against the Air, the GM declares what suit is to be tested, based on the player’s course of action. The player draws a number of cards from their character’s deck based on the suit’s value of that character. The character’s score is based on the added sum of the rank of any cards drawn that match the given suit, plus the character’s suit value. file_8.jpg
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The GM flips the first face-down Air card starting from the right, adding up the Air’s score (again, only the test suit counts), until all four Air cards are revealed, or until the Air equals or beats the player’s score. Some Air cards may already be flipped over… in the case of the Air already beating a player’s score, no cards are flipped.
The outcome of the action is based on the differential of the player’s score and the Air’s score. When a player needs to rip a card, the ripped cards come from the top of that player’s deck, and are ripped facedown, and removed from the game without any knowledge of what those cards were.
After it is determined that the Air wins, or that all four Air cards are flipped, the outcome is resolved based on the competing values below. The right most card from the Air is removed, and a new face-down card is added to the left.
The player may narratively put her character further in danger in order to have the next face-down air card flipped face-up. At this point, the player can describe what her character is going to do, and then the GM will declare what suit is being tested.



TEST DIFFERENTIALS:
Player > Air by 1 to 5: The player rips one card. The player describes how the test is resolved, the GM can overrule if the player makes the resolution too good by having something bad happen that strikes back at the player. This striking back can result in other cards being ripped.
Player > Air 6 to 10: The player describes the resolution. The GM cannot overrule this, but may add a twist to the resolution that keeps the current state of affairs going.
Player > Air 11 or above: The player describes the resolution. 

Player = Air: The absolute worst thing that can happen to the character, as described by the GM. Bad things bleed over to other players. The player rips 3 cards, other players rip 1 card.

Air > Player 1 to 5: The player rips 1 card, and describes a bad resolution for her character, the GM may override and make it worse. If the GM does this, another card is ripped.
Air > Player 6 and above: the GM describes a bad resolution for the player, the player rips up 2 cards. The GM may include something bad happening to another player, having them rip up a single card as well.







